The relationship between circulating sialyl Tn antigen and polypoid or nonpolypoid growth characteristics in colorectal cancer.
Recent studies delineated two different patterns of tumor growth in colorectal carcinoma characterized as polypoid and nonpolypoid (PG-type and NPG-type, respectively). We quantified serum sialyl Lewis (Le)a (CA19-9), sialyl Lex (SLX), sialyl Tn (STN), and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) in 269 colorectal cancer patients to establish whether their levels correlated with any biological or clinical differences between PG-type and NPG-type cancer. Patients were divided into high and low antigen groups (higher or lower than a selected diagnostic-based cut-off value) and compared. Statistical testing was by univariate and multivariate (logistic regression) analyses. Forty-seven (17.5%) patients with PG-type and 222 (82.5%) with NPG-type cancer were studied. In contrast to NPG-type, the characteristics of the PG-type cancers included a low rate of lymph node metastasis and a high serum STN level. In contrast to a low STN level, a high STN level was independently related to the presence of distant metastasis in patients with PG-type cancer, and also to the presence of distant metastasis and large-sized tumor in patients with NPG-type cancer. These data suggest that differences in STN levels in the serum of patients with PG-type or NPG-type colorectal carcinomas may be at least partly responsible for different tumor progression behavior.